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To: friends and family everywhere
From: Cheri and Raven Hill
Date: August 1, 2020
Re: Update
Greetings, Everyone!
Nothing could be more beautiful than memories of Raven Hill twenty nine
years ago, when we first opened….except the thought of the unique and
wonderful place it is today. I am grateful for the support and generosity of so
many people over the years and I am confident that together, we can take this
current set of circumstances and make something positive come from it for
Raven Hill and our community. As I look at the buildings and exhibits sitting
here empty and quiet, I reflect on
these special spaces and wonder, if
this is an opportunity in the making.
Could Raven Hill become even
bigger and better? Might it become
a place where artists, historians and
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scientists can find inspiration and
foster an exchange of ideas? Can
these new ideas help our community combat hardships and
provide hope for a better future for and through our children? Will
things be the same as they were “before” or will we change to fit a
new paradigm? Your thoughts and ideas are welcome as we
Our future
contemplate the opportunities that lie ahead.
One of my favorite refrigerator magnets is a quote from Mary Anne Radmacher. She encourages us to “live
with intention. walk to the edge. listen hard. practice wellness. play with abandon. laugh. choose with no
regret. continue to learn. appreciate your friends. do what you love. live as if this is all there is.”
Thank you all. Stay safe and keep in touch. Call me any time: 231.675.6025. I love hearing from you and would
be interested in hearing your brainstorming ideas about Raven Hill’s potential for what is to come.
Hugs from a distance,

Cheri

